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Measurement of longitudinal and transverse cross sections in the3He„e,e8p¿
…

3H reaction
at WÄ1.6 GeV
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The coherent3He(e,e8p1)3H reaction was measured atQ250.4 (GeV/c)2 and W51.6 GeV for two
values of the virtual photon polarization,e, allowing the separation of longitudinal and transverse cross
sections. The results from the coherent process on3He were compared to H(e,e8p1)n data taken at the same
kinematics. This marks the first direct comparison of these processes. At these kinematics (pp51.1 GeV/c),
pion rescattering from the spectator nucleons in the3He(e,e8p1)3H process is expected to be small, simpli-
fying the comparison top1 production from the free proton.
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The 3He(e,e8p1) 3H process holds much theoretical in
terest in that the mass-3 system is calculable using ‘‘exa
Fadeev-type wave functions and hence serves as a good
of our understanding of nuclei. In addition, comparison
the fundamental H(e,e8p1)n process may shed some lig
on medium modifications to the pion electroproduction p
cess. In general, one expects the3He(e,e8p1) 3H cross sec-
tion to be suppressed by a factor roughly proportional to
square of the3He form factor. Significant deviations from
this behavior may signal changes to the pion electroprod
tion process in the nucleus. In Refs.@1,2#, the comparison of
3He(e,e8p1) 3H separated cross sections (sL andsT in Ref.
@2# and sL , sT , and sLT in Ref. @1#! to a distorted-wave
impulse approximation~DWIA ! calculation indicates that th
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fundamental pion electroproduction process is indeed m
fied in the nuclear medium and that these modifications
be explained in terms of modifications to the pion-po
propagator and the width of theD resonance. The pion-pol
propagator modification is particularly interesting in th
such a mechanism has been used to predict the enhance
of nuclear longitudinal response functions which in turn su
gests the presence of ‘‘extra’’ pions in the nucleus com
from pion exchange between nucleons@3#.

While the results in Refs.@1,2# are interesting, they are
limited by the fact that the3He(e,e8p1) 3H data are com-
pared to a DWIA calculation. The fundamental H(e,e8p1)n
cross section model~the Unitary Isobar MAID Model of Ref.
@4#! used as the input to the DWIA calculation has be
shown to be consistent with most existing photo- and el
troproduction data. However, the majority of the electrop
duction data give unseparated cross sections~i.e., s5sT
1esL) and the validity of the MAIDsL andsT decompo-
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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sition cannot be verified at the kinematics of Refs.@1,2#. Real
photon data on both3He(g,p1) 3H and H(g,p1)n exist@5#,
but unfortunately this is only sensitive to the transverse pi
of the cross section and hence does not shed light on the
pole term, which manifests itself in the longitudinal chann
A further complication with the existing photo- and electr
production data is that in both cases the final pion mom
tum is near theD resonance, and hence the effect from pi
rescattering on the spectator nucleons in3He is considerable

The 3He(e,e8p1) 3H data presented here benefit from t
fact that the final pion momentum is significantly larg
(pp51.1 GeV/c) than that in previous measurements.
this momentum, the pion-nucleon center-of-mass energyW,
is still in the resonance region@ just above the S11(1535)#,
but well away from the prominentD(1232) leading to much
smaller pion rescattering effects. Furthermore, this w
gives the first direct comparison of the separated longitud
and transverse cross sections from3He(e,e8p1) 3H to those
from H(e,e8p1)n.

The results in this work come from data obtained dur
Jefferson Lab experiment E91003—a study of charged p
electroproduction from H,2H, and 3He that was carried ou
in experimental Hall C. This subset of the E91003 data w
obtained using beam energies of 1.645 GeV and 3.245 G
and made use of high-density cryogenic H and3He targets.
Electrons were detected in the High Momentum Spectro
eter~HMS! and pions in the Short Orbit Spectrometer~SOS!.
In this work we present the results from the coherent ch
nel, 3He(e,e8p1) 3H, and compare them to those fro
H(e,e8p1)n. Results from the3He(e,e8p6) continuum
channels (Dn1pnn final states forp1 and ppp final state
for p2) have been presented elsewhere@6#. The
3He(e,e8p1) 3H process was measured in parallel kinem
ics ~the pion direction along the virtual photon momentu
q) at Q250.4 (GeV/c)2 and W51.6 GeV ~for the free
nucleon! at two values of the virtual photon polarization p
rameter,e ~0.49 and 0.89!. At these kinematics the final pio
momentum waspp51.1 GeV/c. The experimental kinemat
ics are summarized in Table I. The H and3He data were
taken with the same experimental configuration.

Electrons in the HMS were selected using a gas Cˇ erenkov
containing C4F10 at 0.42 atmospheres. Pions in the SOS w
identified using time-of-flight information from two pairs o
scintillating hodoscope arrays to reject protons. Backgrou
from random coincidences and the aluminum walls of
cryogenic targets were subtracted in the charge-normal
yields.

The 3H final state in the3He data was selected via cu
on Mx , the reconstructed missing mass of the recoil

TABLE I. Spectrometer settings for the3He(e,e8p1)3H @and
H(e,e8p1)n# subset of the E91003 experiment presented in
work.

e Ebeam PHMS uHMS PSOS uSOS

~GeV! (GeV/c) (GeV/c)

0.490 1.65 0.54 39.3° 1.00 15.5°
0.894 3.25 2.14 13.8° 1.00 23.5°
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system,Mx
25(q1PHe2pp)2. A sample missing mass spec

trum for p1 andp2 production from3He is shown in Fig.1.
The 3H final state is clearly visible in thep1 spectrum.

The pion electroproduction cross section can be writte

ds

dVedEedVp
5G

ds

dVp
, ~1!

whereds/dVp is the virtual photon cross section~evaluated
in the laboratory frame!, and G is the virtual photon flux
factor given by

G5
a

2p2

Ee8

Ee

1

Q2

1

12e

W22M2

2M
. ~2!

Since we are in part interested in the comparison between
H and 3He cross sections, we takeM in Eq. ~2! ~as well as in
the calculation ofW) to be the nucleon mass for both targe
so that equal lab cross sections result in equal virtual pho
cross sections regardless of target mass.

The twofold virtual photon cross section can be written

ds

dVp
5

dsT

dVp
1e

dsL

dVp
1e

dsTT

dVp
cos 2fpq

1A2e~11e!
dsLT

dVp
cosfpq , ~3!

wheree describes the longitudinal polarization of the virtu
photon. In the parallel kinematics of this experiment, t
interference terms (sLT andsTT) are small, and for complete
fpq coverage integrate to zero.

The experimental cross sections were extracted usin
Monte Carlo of the experiment that included detailed d
scriptions of the spectrometer magnetic elements and a
tures, decay of the pions in flight, multiple scattering, ioniz
tion energy loss, and radiative effects. The efficacy of
Monte Carlo was verified using elastic H(e,e8p) and
H(e,e8) data. The Monte Carlo yield, modeled using a p

s

FIG. 1. Missing mass distributions forp1 and p2 production
from 3He at thee50.89 kinematics. Sincep1 production can pro-
ceed via either of the two protons in3He andp2 only from the
single neutron, thep1 data have been divided by 2 for compariso
with thep2 data. The coherent3H final state is clearly distinguish
able from the Dn1pnn continuum states.
1-2
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rametrization of the elastic cross section@7#, was found to
agree with the experimental elastic yield to within 3.5%~the
total uncertainty on the elastic data!. In modeling the pion
electroproduction data, the Monte Carlo used the MAID@4#
model of charged pion electroproduction from nucleons
account for variations of the cross section across the exp
mental acceptance. For the3He(e,e8p1) 3H process, the ki-
nematic variation of the cross section was assumed to be
same as forp1 production from the free proton.

Although the MAID model provided a good startin
point, an iterative procedure was used to reduce the de
dence of the extracted experimental cross sections on
pion electroproduction model. In this procedure, the con
bution from the Dn1pnn continuum states~to be discussed
below! was fit once and its relative contribution to the yie
for Mx,2.815 GeV fixed. Then, the simulation was com
pared to the measured yield, and a correction function wa
for a complete set of kinematic variables (Q2, n, upq , and
fpq!. The final iterated model was then the original MAI
model multiplied by the correction function. Further deta
of the analysis can be found in Ref.@12#.

Since the experimental resolution was not sufficient
completely separate the coherent3H final state from the con-
tinuum Dn1pnn states, it was necessary to model the lat
and include them in the simulation. The Dn1pnn final
states were modeled in the Monte Carlo in a quasifree
proximation that convolved theg* -N cross section with a
realistic nucleon momentum distribution@8# ~calculated us-
ing the techniques described in Ref.@9#!. A missing energy
distribution fit from 3He(e,e8p) data @10# was also used
which helped model the Dn strength relative to the
pnn strength. Effects from nucleon-nucleon final sta
interactions were included via a simple Jost functi
prescription@11#.

In practice, the3H and Dn1pnn final states were mod
eled separately, and their relative strengths determined
fitting the combined missing mass spectrum to the data u
Mx52.84 GeV. An example of such a fit is shown in Fig.
for thee50.49 data~the qualitive features of such a fit to th
e50.89 data are very similar!.

The result of this fit was used to determine the Dn
1pnn contribution to the yield forMx,2.815 GeV. Note
that the data are well described, except for the reg
2.815 GeV,Mx,2.82 GeV, where the Monte Carlo sig
nificantly overpredicts the experimental yield. In this regio
the shape of the Dn1pnn missing mass distribution is
driven by nucleon-nucleon final state interactions and
Jost function corrections are large. A more sophistica
treatment of these effects would likely improve the agr
ment between the data and Monte Carlo in these bins, bu
contribution to the uncertainty in the3H cross section due to
the modeling of the nucleon-nucleon final state interacti
is not large. The contribution to the experimental yield f
Mx,2.185 GeV from the Dn1pnn final states was esti
mated to be 4%~8%! at low~high! e, where the variation of
the contribution comes mostly from the difference in reso
tion between the low and highe settings. The uncertainty in
the 3H yield due to this correction was estimated by mo
fying the strength of the nucleon-nucleon final state inter
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tions in the simulation and was determined to be 3% co
lated~1% uncorrelated! betweene settings. An additional 1%
correlated~0.75–1 % uncorrelated! uncertainty was assigne
due to slight differences in the missing mass peak wid
between the data and Monte Carlo.

The statistical precision on the unseparated cross sec
was typically 0.8% for the H data and 1.9–2.5 % for the3H
data. Correlated systematic uncertainties were 5.5–6.3 %
largest sources coming from pion absorption in the targ
and spectrometers~3.5%!, spectrometer acceptance~2%!, ra-
diative corrections~2.2%!, and pion decay in-flight~2%!.
The correlated uncertainties propagate directly into the se
rated cross sections and cancel in the separated and un
rated ratios. The uncorrelated systematic uncertainties c
tribute randomly at eache and contribute to the target ratios
The uncorrelated systematic uncertainties were 1.7–2.3
Significant sources were the iteration and cross section
traction procedure~0.8%!, spectrometer acceptance~0.5%!,
radiative corrections~0.5%!, pion decay~0.5%!, and uncer-
tainties in kinematic quantities~0.1–1.4 %!. Additionally, the

FIG. 2. Data and Monte Carlo missing mass distributions
3He(e,e8p1) at e50.49. The solid curve is the total simulatio
while the dotted and dashed curves are the simulation of the3H and
Dn1pnn final states, respectively. The latter was used to estim
the continuum background to the3H final state for Mx

,2.815 GeV.

TABLE II. Unseparated and separated laboratory cross sect
for H(e,e8p1)n and 3He(e,e8p1)3H reactions atW51.6 GeV,
Q250.4 (GeV/c)2, and upq51.72°. Uncertainties are statistica
and systematic. A common value of the virtual photon fluxG has
been used in extracting the virtual photon cross sections to facil
comparisons between the targets.

ds/dVp (mb/sr)
3H H

Unseparated cross sections

e50.490 14.8960.3661.00 44.2360.3662.52
e50.894 21.8060.4061.50 58.1860.4463.42

Separated cross sections

sL 17.1261.3662.38 34.5761.4164.38
sT 6.5060.9561.45 27.2960.9662.89
1-3
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integrated beam current was assigned a 1% correlated
0.5% uncorrelated systematic uncertainty. The3H results
also included uncertainties due to the Dn1pnn background
modeling and missing mass peak width differences discus
above.

The unseparated and separated H and3H cross sections
are given in Table II. These cross sections are given in
laboratory frame atQ250.4 (GeV/c)2 andupq51.72°. The
cross section ratios are shown in Table III. It is clear th
both the separated and unseparated cross sections from
coherent process are, as expected, suppressed relative
free nucleon cross section. Note that the ratios in Table
are not normalized to the number of contributing nucleo
~i.e., the3He results are not divided by 2!—this is in contrast
to our earlier results presented in Ref.@6#.

A calculation comparing coherentp1 production from
3He to that from H for similar values of the momentu
transfer to the nucleus was performed in Ref.@13#. In this
work, the ratio of the3He to H cross sections was dominat
by the square of the3He form factor,F(k), wherek is the
momentum transfer to the nucleus. At smallk, this can be
represented in a Gaussian form,

F2~k!5exp~2k2/18a!, ~4!

where we takea50.064 fm22 as in Ref.@13#. In our kine-
matics,k50.19 GeV/c so F2(k)50.447. Note that in the
impulse approximation, only one proton in3He contributes
to the cross section due to the Pauli exclusion principle. T
target ratio is further suppressed by the fact that the fi
pion momenta in the3He(e,e8p1) 3H and the H(e,e8p1)n
processes are not the same and hence we must accou
the difference in the density of final states. This factor yie
0.95, so that the net suppression is'0.42. We do not expec
pion rescattering to significantly impact our3H cross sec-
tions. In a simple factorization approximation, the calcula
effect of rescattering depends only on the final pion mom

TABLE III. Unseparated and separated cross section ratios
H(e,e8p1)n and 3He(e,e8p1)3H reactions. Uncertainties are sta
tistical and systematic.

R5s( 3H)/s(H)
Unseparated ratios

e50.490 0.33760.00960.012
e50.894 0.37560.00860.015

Separated ratios

sL 0.49660.04460.072
sT 0.23860.03660.042
cl
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tum, pp , and is less than 3%@14#. Note that the calculations
in Ref. @13# are much more complete and include furth
effects such as the range of propagation of the nucleon
resonance poles and spin-isospin correlations. The calcul
suppression we present here is intended only to give a ro
sense of the anticipated effect. Nonetheless, we see f
Table III that the unseparated ratios are not too dissim
from our simple estimate. This is also true for the separa
ratios, except we see in this case that the transverse cha
is suppressed much more than the longitudinal. A sim
effect was seen in Refs.@1,2# where the longitudinal~trans-
verse! 3H cross section was significantly larger~smaller!
than that estimated using a DWIA calculation. Good agr
ment between the data of Refs.@1,2# and their DWIA calcu-
lation was achieved only after introducing medium mod
cations. In particular, a modification of the pion propaga
in the pole process eliminated the discrepancy seen in
longitudinal channel, while a modification to the in-mediu
D width was used to explain part of the missing strength
the transverse channel. It would be interesting to see if
tailed calculations that include these nuclear effects on
pion propagator and resonance widths explain the differe
between the longitudinal and transverse separated ratios
sented in this work. Note that while one does not expect
D resonance to play a prominent role at our kinematicsW
51.6 GeV) it is possible that medium effects in other res
nances@i.e., the nearby S11(1535)# may be important.

In summary, this work presents unseparated and separ
cross sections for the coherent3He(e,e8p1) 3H process.
This experiment improves upon previous3H experiments by
measuring the cross section for a large final pion momen
such that rescattering effects should be small. Furtherm
this marks the first direct comparison of separated longitu
nal and transverse3He(e,e8p1) 3H cross sections to thos
from the free proton. Our results are consistent with the
pectation that the suppression of the3He cross section rela
tive to H is dominated by the3He form factor, indicating that
the gross behavior of the reaction is understood and is
excellent candidate for more detailed theoretical calculati
Indeed, the fact that the transverse strength is significa
more suppressed than the longitudinal indicates that s
calculations are necessary to establish whether the obse
effect is a result of known processes or is a result of mo
fications to the pion electroproduction process in the nuc
medium. In particular, it would be interesting to see if o
results require medium modifications to the pion propaga
resonance widths, or both.

We thank Lothar Tiator for providing theFORTRAN code
for the MAID model. This research was supported by t
U.S. National Science Foundation and the U.S. Departm
of Energy.
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